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Abstract—In the context of Edge Computing (EC) and Internet
of Things (IoT), numerous tasks are offloaded from mobile users
and sensor devices to edge nodes for further processing to reduce
delay and solve the problem of insufficient local computation
resources. These tasks can be mainly divided into delay-sensitive
and computation-oriented tasks. The former tasks depend on
the service provided by the container, while the latter tasks are
submitted as a batch with task dependencies. Considering the
heterogeneity of edge nodes, joint task scheduling can effectively
improve resource utilization. However, relatively few researches
consider the different characteristics of tasks like container
constraints and task dependencies in joint task scheduling in EC.
In order to fill in this gap, we propose a deep deterministic policy
gradient (DDPG) based online joint task scheduling (OJTS)
algorithm. Specifically, 1) We first model the problem of joint
scheduling of delay-sensitive and computation-oriented tasks in
resource-constrained EC scenario with the goals of maximizing
system utility and minimizing system cost (weighted sum of
the number and duration of unfinished tasks). 2) Then, we
propose a deep reinforcement learning (DRL) algorithm to solve
the above problem and make appropriate adjustments to the
original network structure according to the scheduling decision.
3) Through validation on real-world trace, OJTS can improve the
system utility by 26.0% and overall reward by 51.2% compared
with baselines and meet real-time decision-making requirements.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of Internet of Things (IoT) and Edge Com-

puting (EC) technology and the advent of 5G era have brought

broader application prospects for the industry, transportation,

security, and other fields. Compared with traditional cloud

computing, computing nodes are deployed on the edge of the

network in EC, which is closer to mobile users and sensor

devices [1]. Mobile devices can offload tasks that are limited

by insufficient computation resources or battery life to edge

nodes to reduce the delay and transmission cost significantly.

In EC, the tasks submitted by mobile users and sensor de-

vices are mainly divided into delay-sensitive and computation-

oriented tasks [2]. As for delay-sensitive tasks, they have strict

requirements for low delay, such as virtual reality (VR) [3]

proposed by mobile users and object tracking proposed by

sensor devices like surveillance cameras [4]. These tasks are

offloaded to the nearby edge node in the form of service

requests, which are processed by a limited number of running

container instances of different types on the node.

In terms of computation-oriented tasks, they are mainly

multi-modal tasks, such as behavior navigation [5] and trace-

ability analysis [6], which are delay-tolerant and consume

plenty of computation resources when processing and ana-

lyzing various types of sensor data. Unlike the delay-sensitive

tasks, these tasks are submitted in the batch form and described

using the “job-task-instance” model, i.e., a batch of tasks

is considered as a job and each task consists of multiple

instances. Besides, there may be dependencies between tasks,

which means that the subsequent task can be executed only

when all instances of the previous task have been completed.

Joint scheduling of these two tasks, i.e., processing as many

computation-oriented tasks as possible while ensuring delay-

sensitive tasks are completed within the expected time, can ef-

fectively improve the resource utilization of the system. There-

fore, such a joint scheduling algorithm is urgently needed.

However, to the best of our knowledge, there are relatively few

researches on joint task scheduling in EC. Li et al. [7] focus on

joint optimization of data placement and task scheduling and

aim to enhance the user experience. However, more attention

is paid to data block management without distinguishing tasks

with different characteristics. Mao et al. [8] propose the joint

management of radio and computation resources to minimize

energy consumption in mobile edge computing scenarios. A

tradeoff between delay and energy consumption is made, but

the delay-tolerant tasks are not considered. Shah-Mansouri et

al. [9] study a joint optimal price and task scheduling in

mobile cloud computing. Considering utility maximization,

an optimal scheduling strategy for delay-sensitive and delay-

tolerant applications is provided, but the core perspective is

profit maximization through dynamic pricing. In addition, the

container constraints (limitations on the type and number of

container instances) and task dependencies are not considered

in all task models of these related works.

In order to fill this vacancy, the online joint task scheduling

(OJTS) algorithm based on deep reinforcement learning (DRL)

is proposed to solve the problem, aiming to fulfill the different

demands of tasks, maximize the utility and minimize the cost

of the system. Our algorithm is based on the deep deterministic

policy gradient (DDPG) [10] method with stable performance

and fast convergence speed. According to the discrete action

space in our case, its original architecture is adjusted ap-

propriately. Specifically, the activation function used in the

last layer of the policy network is changed to Softmax and

the candidate action is obtained by sampling the probability

distribution output. In addition, to verify the effectiveness of
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our algorithm, we implement an EC simulation environment

based on SimPy. Compared with the baseline algorithms, our

OJTS algorithm achieves 26.0% system utility improvement

and 51.2% overall reward improvement and enables real-time

decision-making by validating on a real-world data set [11].

To summarize, we propose an online joint task scheduling

algorithm for delay-sensitive and computation-oriented tasks

based on DRL. Main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) We are the first to jointly schedule delay-sensitive

tasks and computation-oriented tasks with container con-

straints and task dependencies in EC. The heterogeneity

of edge nodes, limitations on the type and the maximum

number of container instances that each node can run are

considered.

2) A DDPG-based algorithm is adopted to solve the joint

scheduling problem. The activation function of the last

layer of the policy network is modified to fit the discrete

action space.

3) To add container constraints and task dependencies

to the experiment, an EC simulation environment is

implemented. Compared with the traditional heuristic

algorithm, the proposed OJTS algorithm achieves a

26.0% improvement in system utility by verifying on

real-world data set.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, we introduce the system model and formulate the

joint task scheduling problem. The DDPG-based online joint

task scheduling algorithm is proposed in Section III. Then the

simulation platform, experimental data, settings, and results

are illustrated in Section IV. Finally, we conclude the paper

and introduce future work in Section V.

II. MODELING AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we first introduce the system model of EC in

II-A. Then the problem of joint scheduling of delay-sensitive

and computation-oriented tasks is formulated in II-B.

A. System Model

Under the general EC architecture, we mainly focus on the

interaction between edge nodes N , mobile and sensor devices

D. In this scenario, edge nodes accelerate the processing of

task requests that are offloaded due to insufficient computation

resources of mobile and sensor devices. To approach the real

situation, the heterogeneity of nodes is fully considered, i.e.,

the computation resources of each node are different. For each

edge node ni ∈ N , CPU, memory, and image capacity are the

primary resources to be considered. The unit of CPU resource

is the core number, while the memory resource is normalized.

The image is a lightweight executable package of software

that includes everything needed to run a container.

Two types of tasks, delay-sensitive and computation-

oriented tasks, are processed on edge nodes. A delay-sensitive

task aj is handled by containers running on edge nodes in

the form of service request, and these running containers

depend on the image resource. As shown in Table I, four

delay-sensitive tasks are considered [12]. Accordingly, there

TABLE I
DELAY-SENSITIVE TASK SPECIFICATIONS

Type CPU Mem Resp(s) Dur(s) Vol(MB)

Face Recognition 3 2 3 0.5 - 1 0.2 - 0.6
Object Detection 3 2 5 1 - 2 0.5 - 1.5
Image Processing 5 4 10 2 - 4 2 - 5

Basic Search 1 2 2 0.5 - 1.2 0.1 - 0.2

TABLE II
CONTAINER LOAD AND RESOURCE CONSUMPTION

Load Status Number of Requests Resource Consumption Factor

Idle 0 0.5
Balance 1 - 5 1

High 6 - 10 1.5
Over 11 - ... 2

are four types of image resources. The ‘Resp’ column in the

table represents the expected response time of the task, and

the task completed within that time will receive the highest

utility score. Besides, ‘Dur’ and ‘Vol’ represent task duration

and data size, respectively. It is assumed that every single

image resource can support only one container instance of

the corresponding type, while each container instance can

handle multiple service requests simultaneously. However,

as the number of service requests processed simultaneously

increases, the resources consumed to process each request will

increase as shown in Table II. When the number of requests

exceeds 10, the container instance is overloaded, consuming

twice the standard computation resources.

In terms of computation-oriented tasks, they are mostly

multi-modal analysis tasks based on sensor data, e.g., the

crowd analysis based on infrared, ambient light and chan-

nel state information (CSI). Unlike delay-sensitive tasks,

computation-oriented tasks can be described using the “job-

task-instance” model and each batch of tasks bk is considered

as a job. In such a model, the dependencies between tasks are

described by the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). Each task has

a certain number of instances, and only when all its instances

have been executed can subsequent tasks begin to execute.

B. Problem Formulation

In this paper, our goal is to make full use of the com-

putation resources of the resource-constrained EC system in

order to ensure the completion of delay-sensitive tasks while

completing computation-oriented tasks as many as possible,

i.e., maximize the utility and minimize the cost.

In terms of system utility, each delay-sensitive task, based

on the time it takes from submission to completion, is assigned

with different utility evaluation auj as follows:

auj =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
2, aej − asj ≤ arj
1, arj < aej − asj ≤ 2× arj
−1, aej − asj > 2× arj

,

where aej and asj represent the completion time and submission

time of a service request, respectively. arj represents the
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expected response time, which is shown in Table I. The shorter

the task completion time, the higher the utility reward, and the

task that exceeds the acceptable time limit is punished with a

negative utility penalty.

As for computation-oriented tasks, when a job bk is com-

pleted, its utility buk is evaluated as follows:

buk =

{
300, bek − bsk ≤ 300

0, bel − bsk > 300
,

where bek and bsk indicate the completion time and submission

time of a job, respectively. Considering the number of delay-

sensitive tasks is far more than that of computation-oriented

tasks in the same period of time, we appropriately improve

the utility evaluation of the latter tasks to balance the utility

gap. Thus the system utility U(t) at time t is defined as:

U(t) =
∑

{aj |t−1<ae
j≤t}

auj +
∑

{bk|t−1<bek≤t}
buk .

Regarding system cost C(t), the weighted sum of the

number and duration of currently unfinished delay-sensitive

and computation-oriented tasks are calculated as follows:

C(t) =
1

2

⎡
⎣ 1

300

∑
{aj |ae

j>t}
(1 +

1

adj
) +

∑
{bk|bek>t}

(1 +
1

bdk
)

⎤
⎦ ,

where adj and bdk indicate the duration of a service request or a

job, separately. For these unfinished tasks, some of them will

be accomplished on time with subsequent processing, while

others will need to be offloaded to the cloud to complete

on time, resulting in additional system cost. They are treated

as system cost together since they cannot be distinguished

at this point. When counting the duration of these unfinished

tasks, the inverse of them is used. For normalization purposes,

the cost of delay-sensitive tasks is divided by 300. When

calculating the overall cost of the system, the sum of the cost

of these tasks is divided by 2.

In summary, the joint task scheduling problem in EC can

be defined as follows:

maxR =
T∑

t=0

U(t)− C(t), (1)

s.t. α× aj .c ≤ ni.c, α× aj .m ≤ ni.m
bk.c ≤ ni.c, bk.m ≤ ni.m

,

where aj .c and bk.c represent CPU resource requirements for

delay-sensitive and computation-oriented tasks, respectively.

Correspondingly, aj .m and bk.m denote the memory resource

requirements of tasks. Besides, ni.c and ni.m indicate the

available CPU and memory resources of the node. α represents

the resource consumption factor which depends on the number

of service requests being processed by a specific type of

container on the node as illustrated in Table II.

We aim to maximize the overall reward of the system,

i.e., the difference between utility and cost while meeting

the constraints. Eq. (1) expresses an advanced online bin-

packing problem, which is NP-hard and usually relies on

heuristic algorithms to solve it. However, the current heuristic

algorithms are not stable in the EC scenario; on the other hand,

they are time-consuming and difficult to meet the real-time

decision-making requirements. Considering the memoryless

property of the arrival tasks [13], we can adopt the method

of DRL to solve the above problem.

III. ONLINE JOINT TASK SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

In this section, we first briefly introduce reinforcement

learning (RL) and the DDPG algorithm in III-A. Then our

online joint task scheduling algorithm is presented in III-B.

A. Reinforcement Learning

In an RL algorithm, the system is mainly composed of

environment and agent. At time t, the agent μ observes the

environment to obtain the current state St and takes action

At according to a particular strategy. Then the environment

changes from state St to St+1, and the agent is rewarded

with Rt based on the previous action. The above process will

be repeated, and the agent needs to gradually learn to take

appropriate actions in such a process, so as to maximize the

expected reward E[
∑T

t=1 Rt].
Traditional RL cannot deal with complex state and action

space with high dimensions, so as a combination of deep

learning (DL) and RL, DRL has emerged. Among many

DRL algorithms, Deep Q Network (DQN) has the defect of

overestimation, while the Actor-Critic (AC) method has the

problem of slow convergence. To solve the above problems,

DDPG algorithm is proposed [10]. Its deterministic policy can

improve the efficiency and the combination with DQN makes

the training process easy to converge. Therefore, our online

joint task scheduling algorithm is based on DDPG. In DDPG,

it mainly uses two parts: the Q network which maps state

to action as an actor, and the deterministic policy network

which gives a score to the aforementioned action as a critic. To

increase the stability of the training process, the target network

is proposed in [14].

B. Algorithm Design

Next, we will introduce the state space, action space, reward

design, network structure, and online joint task scheduling

algorithm in the following subsections.

1) State: The state is composed of the status of edge nodes

and the information of the candidate task ct. The candidate

task is selected based on the strategy of choosing the first task

from the pending task queue P that can be accommodated to

any node. For each edge node, the current available CPU ni.c,
memory ni.m, the number of delay-sensitive and computation-

oriented tasks in progress ni.a and ni.b are extracted as its

feature. For the candidate task, CPU aj .c (bk.c), memory aj .m
(bk.m), and duration aj .d (bk.d) are selected as features. In

short, the system state at time t can be defined as:

St = (n1.c, ..., n|N |.b, aj .c(bk.c), ..., aj .d(bk.d)) ∈ S,

where S is the set of all states.
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TABLE III
NETWORK STRUCTURE

Network Layer Shape Activation Function

Q
L1 state dim, 16 ReLu
L2 16 + action dim, 4 ReLu
L3 4, 1 None

Policy
L1 state dim, 16 ReLu
L2 16 + action dim, 4 ReLu
L3 4, 1 None

2) Action: In our system implementation, the scheduler

makes decisions at fixed scheduling intervals, and appropriate

tasks are selected from the pending task queue and assigned

to some edge node for processing according to the selected

heuristic algorithm or the agent in DRL. Assuming that there

are M pending tasks in the queue and |N | available nodes at

the current time, the number of available actions is (|N |+1)M ,

where 1 represents a task is not scheduled to any node. Such

a large action space will bring great difficulties to our training

process. To reduce the action space, the agent is allowed to

make multiple decisions during a single scheduling interval ts,

i.e., the system first selects a candidate task, and then the agent

μ decides to assign it to one of the |N | nodes. The action At

at time t is defined as

At ∈ {n1, n2, . . . , n|N |} = A,

where A is the set of all actions and the action space is |N |.
3) Reward: The reward is set as a pre-estimate of the utility

described in II-B. Specifically, when a delay-sensitive task is

scheduled, we estimate its completion time and give it a utility

reward of 2, 1, or - 1. When a computation-oriented task is

scheduled, it is rewarded with 0.1 since it is difficult to assess

whether the expected completion time is within 300 seconds

or not based on complex task dependencies. Besides, if the

candidate node cn cannot accommodate the candidate task, a

utility penalty of -1 is imposed.

4) Network Structure: The structure of the Q network Q
and policy network μ is shown in Table III. Correspondingly,

the structures of the target networks Q′ and μ′ are the same

as the above two. The system state consists of node status and

candidate task information, so state dim equals to (|N |+1)×4,

where |N | and 1 represent the number of nodes and candidate

tasks respectively, and 4 is the feature dimension. For the task

feature, it has one dimension less than the node feature, which

is padded with 0. As for the action dimension, it is set to

the number of nodes |N |. In order to adapt to our discrete

action space, the activation function of the last layer of the

policy network is changed from Tanh to Softmax. This can

avoid that when the original outputs of the last layer of the

network are negative, they will become zero after the non-

linear transformation, which makes it impossible for us to get

the index of the candidate node according to the probability

distribution sampling later.

5) Online Joint Task Scheduling Algorithm: The proposed

online joint task scheduling (OJTS) algorithm based on DDPG

Algorithm 1 Online Joint Task Scheduling

Input: μ,N, P, ts, tt
1: Initialize replay buffer B
2: Set tc = 0
3: while p �= ∅ do
4: tc = tc + ts
5: while True do
6: Select ct from P and set cn = ∅
7: Observe St and get At = μ(St)
8: if At accommodate ct then
9: cn = At

10: else
11: for ni in N do
12: if ni accommodate ct then
13: cn = ni

14: break
15: end if
16: end for
17: end if
18: if cn �= ∅ and ct �= ∅ then
19: Schedule ct to cn
20: Calculate Rt and observe St+1

21: Push (St, At, Rt, St+1) to B
22: else
23: break
24: end if
25: end while
26: if tc % tt = 0 then
27: Update network parameters according to Eq. (2) - (5)

28: end if
29: Sleep for ts
30: end while
31: end

is shown in Algorithm 1. As shown from line 3 to 25,

the scheduling process is awakened at certain intervals and

continuously schedule tasks until there is no suitable candidate

node or task. Specifically, in line 6, the candidate task is

selected based on the strategy of choosing the first task from

the pending task queue that can be accommodated to any

node. In line 7, the agent selects an action node based on

current state. Next, from line 8 to 17, it is determined whether

the action node selected by the agent can accommodate the

candidate task. If so, cn = At. Otherwise, the first node

that can accommodate the candidate task is chosen as the

candidate node. After the scheduling operation, in line 21, the

current state, action, calculated reward and observed next state

are pushed into the replay buffer B, for subsequent network

training.

From line 26 to 28, the parameters of the neural network

θ are updated at each training interval tt. The main process

is as follows. First, we sample a random minibatch with K
transitions (Si, Ai, Ri, Si+1) from B. The updated Q value is

set to

Yi = Ri + γQ′(Si+1, μ
′(Si+1|θμ′

)|θQ′
), (2)
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Fig. 1. Performance of Different Methods

where γ is a discount coefficient.

Next, the Q network is updated by minimizing the loss:

L =
1

K

∑
i

(Yi −Q(Si, Ai|θQ))2. (3)

After that, we update the policy network using the sampled

policy gradient

∇θμJ ≈ 1

K

∑
i

∇AQ(S,A|θQ)|S=Si,A=μ(Si)∇θμμ(S|θμ)|Si
.

(4)

Finally, the target Q network and target policy network are

updated according to the following equations

θQ
′
= τθQ + (1− τ)θQ

′
, θμ

′
= τθμ + (1− τ)θμ

′
, (5)

where τ is another discount parameter used to smooth the

learning process.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first introduce our simulation environ-

ment in IV-A, then describe the experimental data we use in

IV-B. Next, we clarify the parameter settings in IV-C, and

finally show and analyze the experimental results in IV-D.

A. Simulation Environment

Based on Python, the SimPy module, and the work of

[15], we implement an EC simulation environment. The

core components of this environment include cluster, broker,

scheduler, and monitor. In each simulation, a cluster consists

of several nodes with different computation resources. Two

different brokers are used to submit the arrival delay-sensitive

and computation-oriented tasks to the cluster. Besides, a

universal joint scheduler is designed for these two different

types of tasks. Different scheduling algorithms can be used

by configuring the scheduler. The Monitor counts and records

the status of the simulation environment according to a fixed

time interval, so as to facilitate us to view and analyze the

real-time information of the system.

B. Experimental Data

In the experiment, we use the real-world cluster trace

from Alibaba [11]. The cluster trace v2018 is used, which

includes records of about 4000 servers in a period of 8 days.

The computation-oriented tasks are mainly extracted from the

batch workload records in the data set, including the job

name, task name, task type, instance number, CPU, memory,

and duration. The DAG dependencies are obtained from task

names and the duration is obtained by subtracting the end

time from the start time in the task record. Besides, in order

to make the data more consistent with the EC scenario, the

upper limit of the number of instances per task is set to 20

and the duration is set to 60 seconds.

Although the above data set contains container-type data

records, they are not detailed enough to meet our requirements.

Therefore, we generate the data based on delay-sensitive

task specifications. The duration and volume are randomly

generated within the range as shown in Table I, and the

minimum partition interval of the values is 0.1.

C. Parameter Settings

The duration of the experiment is set to 1800 seconds and

the cluster has five nodes. Besides, a total of 120 computation-

oriented tasks need to be processed. About two tasks of this

type are submitted every 60 seconds. Regarding the delay-

sensitive task, the number of service requests submitted to

the cluster every second is varied to observe the performance

of the algorithm under different task loads. In the scheduling

process, the task scheduling interval is set to 0.2 seconds.

Considering the long duration of computation-oriented tasks,

we schedule these tasks once every five scheduling intervals.

In addition, the parameters of our OJTS algorithm are set as

follows: γ = 0.99, τ = 1e − 2 and the learning rates of Q

network and policy network equal to 1e-3.

D. Experimental Result

In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed al-

gorithm, we compare our OJTS algorithm with three heuristic

baseline algorithms, first-fit (FF), worst-fit (WF) and Tetris

[16]. A brief introduction to them is as follows:

• FF: As the name implies, FF is a straightforward greedy

approximation algorithm. It processes the tasks in arbi-

trary order and attempts to assign the task to the first

node which can accommodate the task.

• WF: As for WF, it also processes tasks in arbitrary order

and assigns them to the node with the most available

resources.

• Tetris: Tetris maps task requirements and node available

resources into Euclidean space and chooses the task node

pair with the largest dot product as the decision result.
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Fig. 2. Time Consumption of Different Methods

This strategy tends to select tasks with high resource us-

age or tasks whose resource requirements are proportional

to available node resources.

Fig. 1 represents the performance of different methods under

different task loads. The system utility of these methods is

shown in Fig. 1(a). It can be seen that the proposed OJTS

algorithm can improve the system utility, especially when the

number of requests per second is 40, compared with Tetris, our

algorithm can achieve 26.0% improvement. In addition, with

the increase of task load, the computation resources of the

system are not enough to support all tasks, so that the system

utility of the baseline algorithm decreases under the penalty of

utility. From the system cost of the different methods shown

in Fig. 1(b), under high workload, the system cost of the OJTS

algorithm is only 69.5% of that of the WF method. Fig. 1(c)

shows the overall reward of the system, which is the difference

between utility and cost. The OJTS algorithm has always been

ahead of other algorithms under different task loads, and when

the number of requests per second equals to 40, the leading

margin reaches the maximum of 51.2%.

As shown in Fig. 2, our algorithm also performs well in

time consumption. Fig. 2(a) represents the completion time of

the last task in the simulation process. Although FF, WF and

Tetris excel in this respect, the low utility and high cost shown

in Fig. 1 illustrate they fail to prioritize those delay-sensitive

tasks. Fig. 2(b) shows that heuristic algorithms consume much

time in the execution process, even far beyond the time used in

the simulation process, especially in the case of high task load.

However, the clock time (including the model training time)

consumed by the OJTS algorithm is less than the simulation

time, which means it meets the real-time decision-making

requirements in EC.

In short, OJTS has an overall best performance than all

baselines and outperforms the baseline approaches up to 26.0%

on system utility and 51.2% on overall reward and meet the

needs of real-time decision-making.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we first model the problem of joint scheduling

of delay-sensitive and computation-oriented tasks in resource-

constrained EC scenario. Then, to improve system utility and

reduce system cost, we propose the OJTS algorithm based

on DDPG. Finally, the validation on real-world data-trace

shows that our algorithm improves by 26.0% and 51.2% on

system utility and overall reward compared with baselines.

Besides, it dramatically reduces the computation cost to meet

real-time decision-making requirements. As for future work,

we consider taking certain strategies to adjust the containers

running on edge nodes according to the changes of service

requests, so as to provide more efficient scheduling decisions.
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